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Strategas – a Baird Company provides market strategy and perspective to help you better understand what 

is happening in the world today and how it impacts your portfolio and plans. Strategas materials are designed 

to complement the work of your Baird financial advisor. It’s important to consult with your advisor when 

making asset allocation decisions for your own portfolio. 

STYLE PREFERENCE FOR GROWTH   ǀ   NARROWING OUR UNDERWEIGHT IN TREASURIES 
 

A year ago, the entire world faced off with an acute medical problem that required a medical solution. While the onset 

of the global pandemic caused a wild period of panic selling and institutional deleveraging, aggressive programs of 

fiscal and monetary stimulus have helped to bridge the gap between the virus and the vaccine. Stimulus grafted onto 

traditional cyclical recovery is revving the engine for corporate investment and retail consumption. The upcoming 

economic reopening will be a catalyst for increases in activity, demand, output, revenue, investment, and profitability.  

Accordingly, we maintain the above-benchmark exposure in our tactical allocation portfolios to Equities at 67%, and 

remain generally underweight to Fixed Income with a 27% allocation while carrying 6% Cash. 

 

1.) We are maintaining our 67% exposure to Equities. We 
continue to favor International shares, and more specifically 
commodity-exporting Emerging Market countries. Our style 
preference is decidedly toward Value over Growth as we 
believe traditional cyclical sectors will continue to benefit 
from the recovery in U.S. economic growth. 

2.) We remain generally underweight to Fixed Income with 
27% gross exposure against the benchmark’s 40%. With 
pressure mounting at the long end of the curve and 
mortgage rates backing up, we've taken the opportunity to 
lighten our exposure to mortgage-backed securities (MBS). 

3.) We have increased our allocation to Treasuries again, 
further reducing our large underweight to the benchmark.  

There seems little impetus on the part of policymakers to curtail 

fiscal spending. The insistence on more spending could (in our 

view) create an environment of fiscal resource misallocation 

similar to what was seen in the 1930s and the 1970s. The 

Federal Reserve’s apparent lack of concern about rising inflation 

could compound the problem down the road. While the going is 

good—even great—in 2021, our team will keep an eye out for 

any storm clouds gathering on the horizon. 

See page 3 for disclosures and an important note on risk.  

Global Asset Allocation 
March 23, 2021 

Benchmarks are the MSCI All-country Index (for 
equities) and the Barclay’s Aggregate Index (for fixed 
income). See page 2 for unabbreviated asset class 
names, specific allocations, and index definitions.  
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The MSCI All Country World Index is a stock index designed to track broad global equity-market performance. Maintained by Morgan 

Stanley Capital International (MSCI), the index is composed of the stocks of about 3,000 companies from 23 developed countries and 

26 emerging markets. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. 

Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index is a broad, market-capitalization-weighted bond-market index representing 

intermediate term, investment grade bonds trade in the U.S. Investors frequently use the index as a stand in for measuring the 

performance of the U.S. bond market. In order to be included in the index, bonds must be of investment grade or higher, have an 

outstanding par value of at least $100 million and have at least one year until maturity. The index is maintained by Bloomberg LP. It is 

not possible to invest directly in an index. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bond_credit_rating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Par_value
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 

This is not a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any company, industry, or security. 

Additional analysis would be required to make an investment decision. Strategas uses this 

recommended asset allocation as a reference point for portfolio strategies that take into account 

factors that aren’t addressed in this report. There are risks associated with any investment, and 

these risks can potentially be compounded if a reader of this recommended asset allocation makes 

inferences beyond what is explicitly stated (i.e. “Strategas must have high conviction in the 

overweight sectors, so I’ll only invest in those”). This communication is not based on the investment 

objectives, strategies, goals, financial circumstances, needs or risk tolerance of any particular client 

and is not presented as suitable to any other particular client; therefore, this communication should 

be treated as impersonal investment advice. The intended recipients of this communication are 

presumed to be capable of conducting their own analysis, risk evaluation, and decision-making 

regarding their investments. An integral part of this decision-making process should be a 

conversation with a Baird financial advisor that is familiar with your plan, situation, and risk-

tolerance. 

This communication was prepared by Strategas Securities, LLC (“we” or “us”). Recipients of this communication may not distribute 

it to others without our express prior consent. This communication is provided for informational purposes only and is not an offer, 

recommendation, or solicitation to buy or sell any security. This communication does not constitute, nor should it be regarded as, 

investment research or a research report or securities recommendation and it does not provide information reasonably sufficient 

upon which to base an investment decision.  

For investors subject to MiFID II (European Directive 2014/65/EU and related Delegated Directives): We classify the intended 

recipients of this communication as “professional clients” or “eligible counterparties” with the meaning of MiFID II and the rules of 

the UK Financial Conduct Authority. The contents of this report are not provided on an independent basis and are not “investment 

advice” or “personal recommendations” within the meaning of MiFID II and the rules of the UK Financial Conduct Authority.  

The information in this communication has been obtained from sources we consider to be reliable, but we cannot guarantee its 

accuracy. The information is current only as of the date of this communication and we do not undertake to update or revise such 

information following such date. To the extent that any securities or their issuers are included in this communication, we do not 

undertake to provide any information about such securities or their issuers in the future. We do not follow, cover or provide any 

fundamental or technical analyses, investment ratings, price targets, financial models or other guidance on any particular securities 

or companies. Further, to the extent that any securities or their issuers are included in this communication, each person responsible 

for the content included in this communication certifies that any views expressed with respect to such securities or their issuers 

accurately reflect his or her personal views about the same and that no part of his or her compensation was, is, or will be directly 

or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in this communication. This communication is provided on 

a “where is, as is” basis, and we expressly disclaim any liability for any losses or other consequences of any person’s use of or 

reliance on the information contained in this communication.  

Strategas Securities, LLC is a registered broker-dealer and FINRA member firm, as well as an SEC-registered investment adviser. 

It is affiliated with Strategas Asset Management, LLC, an SEC-registered investment adviser. Strategas Securities, LLC is also 

affiliated with and wholly owned by Robert W. Baird & Co. Incorporated (“Baird”), a broker-dealer and FINRA member firm, although 

the two firms conduct separate and distinct businesses.  

A complete listing of all applicable disclosures pertaining to Baird with respect to any individual companies mentioned in this 

communication can be accessed at http://www.rwbaird.com/research-insights/research/coverage/thirdpartyresearch-

disclosures.aspx. You can also call 1-800-792-2473 or write: Robert W. Baird & Co., PWM Research & Analytics, 777 E. 

Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53202. 

http://www.rwbaird.com/research-insights/research/coverage/thirdpartyresearch-disclosures.aspx
http://www.rwbaird.com/research-insights/research/coverage/thirdpartyresearch-disclosures.aspx

